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Why do we value environmental legislation?
• Clearly prescribed legal obligations

• Certainty

• Settlement of contested policy 
directions for regulatory regimes

• Designing regulatory regimes to 
achieve desired environmental 
outcomes

• Designing accountable, robust 
administrative processes for 
implementing legal regimes

• Symbolism



UK/English Environment Bill and air quality
• Positive signs: new target required for PM2.5

• DEFRA environment target policy paper (19 August 2020)
Retaining limit and target values under Air Quality Standards Regulations 

2010 

Retaining emission reduction commitments under National Emission Ceilings 
Regulations 2018

Reducing the annual mean level of fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in ambient 
air

‘Considering introducing a target aimed at’ reducing of population exposure 
to PM2.5

• Scope for more targets in the future



Environment Bill: 3 challenges for air quality

Target 
setting

Enforcement

Governance



Target setting: process
• Limited legal requirements for setting standards
Who to consult, over what, no public consultation required – outlined in 

targets policy paper instead

 Cf Climate Change Act 2008

• Review of targets
 ‘Significant review’ test weak

• Setting new standards in future
 One long-term (min 15 year) target required in each priority area (including 

air quality)

What about O3 8-hour mean, PM10, next WHO AQGs? New pollutants/kinds 
of air quality standards?



Target setting

• Level of ambition
oNo clear objective related to 

human health, high level of 
protection

oEnvironmental improvement 
plans ➢ aim for ‘significant 
improvement’ of natural 
environment, including air

oEnvironmental principles will 
inform target setting but no action 
that would be disproportionate to 
environmental benefit

• Regression risk
oMechanism for lowering 

standards if economic costs 
disproportionate to benefits 

oRepeal (express or implied) of 
retained EU standards possible in 
theory

oReplacing existing standards with 
more stringent ones (eg PM2.5) 
may be less binding in terms of 
enforcement



Enforcement
• Enforcement as a process under the Bill, not ensuring outcomes of 

result

• Basic legal duty on SoS to ensure targets are met (cl 4)
 Role of OEP will be critical if not met
 Ambiguous scope of ‘failures to comply with environmental law’ 
 Decision notices have no teeth (cf Scottish proposals: compliance notices)
 Environmental review decided on judicial review principles, limited remedies

• ‘Reporting duties’ (cl 5)
 On the reporting date (when target due to be met), SoS must report whether 

target met ➢ if not met, SoS must report including steps to ‘ensure the 
standards is achieved as soon as reasonably practicable’ 
 Differential enforcement obligations for retained vs post-Brexit targets



Air quality governance
• Twin track responsibility for meeting air quality standards retained

1. Ministerial duty to meet national air quality standards (retained EU law and 
new English targets)

2. LAQM regime

• Where does legal responsibility ultimately lie?
 Central or local government?

 LAQM reforms: LAs to prepare plans to ‘secure’ that air quality standards are 
met and maintained (new s83A Environment Act 1995)

• Coordinated governance
 LAQM air quality partners – helpful recognition of shared responsibility for air 

pollution but horizontal coordination only with LA retaining responsibility



Conclusion
• Reforms of Environment Bill are process focused
 On target setting and enforcement

• Certainty of policy direction/level of ambition will need to come from 
government policy that animates the Bill 
 Role for policy statement on environmental principles, environmental 

improvement plans, government target setting process

• Robust, accountable institutional processes for good air quality?
 Challenges for LAQM and coordinated air quality governance remain

 Enforcement of targets/standards weak 

• Fragmentation of standards/regulatory approaches across UK


